FA18.01 Resolution for granting the title and rank of Professor Emeritus for James Holbrook

WHEREAS, Professor Holbrook has taught Emergency Medical Services and Public Safety and Services courses for the past 40 years and as a full-time faculty member for the last 34 years; and

WHEREAS, as a full-time faculty member in the Emergency Medical Services Department, he has been an exceptional professor providing the educational foundation necessary to assist thousands of students develop the knowledge, skills, professional behaviors, and confidence necessary to be successful in obtaining industry jobs and advance in their chosen careers; and

WHEREAS, he has been a long-time advocate for the advancement of the Emergency Medical Services profession devoting his personal time and efforts to assisting in obtaining legislation addressing the need for consistency in EMS education, and advancing the scope of practice of EMT-B’s and Paramedics; and

WHEREAS, he has been an active member of the college and the district serving on numerous committees such as district budget, academic senate, district advisory committee and other shared governance committees;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that James Holbrook be granted the title and rank of Professor Emeritus and all the rights and privileges associated therein.